The Boom is in
front of us,
not behind us.
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Thank-you for your effort in attending this evening's presentation. If you are interested in further
information, feel free to send an email or phone as per the above details.
I have in the past run a subscription service for people wanting to follow how I think the business
cycles will unfold over coming years. The subscription entitled access to the website plus regular
email contact. This service will start up again soon.
I also have run classes from time to time, classes on stock market charting, on business cycles and
on the charting methods of W.D. Gann. The next business cycles class should run again sometime
soon. This class will teach you how to understand, and forecast quite well, the movements of these
economic cycles. Should this interest you, I would love to have you in a forthcoming class. Please
email me your interest so I can let you know details of the next class.
I have one final class on Gann scheduled for April 7th, 8th and 9th. After that, the classes on Gann
will no longer run for the foreseeable future; I have found his methods too useful and see no further
point in teaching everyone else how I use and interpret his methods to make profits in the market.
However, if this part of tonight's presentation did interest you, and you would like to know more
about it, (or even attend the class) do feel free to contact me and we could perhaps talk further about
it.
Once again, thanks for your company and allowing me to present the material tonight.

